


CONFASSOCIAZIONI, 
Confederazione Associazioni Professionali (www.confassociazioni.eu)
It is the unitary representative body of Federations, Coordination bodies, Associations, Companies and
Professionals in Italy and Europe. Founded in July 2013, at present, it brings together 729 organisations
with more than 1,250,000 members, including over 213,000 enterprises with an average of 5.3
employees. A system which generates about 9% of the country’s GDP (21% taking into account the
associated companies).

‘The Stone Age didn’t end   
because we ran out of         
stones. It ended because     
someone came up with a    
better idea. 

Here is the idea…’
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OUR PROFESSIONAL BRANCHES

- Management

- Communication 

- Strategic Consultancy

- IT and Web 2.0

- Private & Investment banking

- Auditing and Tax Consultancy

- Real Estate 

- Culture, Show business and Fashion

- Mediation and Conciliation

- Business services

- Third sector

- International

OUR STRATEGIC ISSUES

1. DIGITAL SCHOOL

2. NETWORK AND BROADBAND

3. FREE WI-FI

4. WELFARE SOCIETY

5. TAX EVASION

6. INNOVATION

7. SPENDING REVIEW

8. EURO

9. TAX PRESSURE

10. REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY

11. D FACTOR



CONFASSOCIAZIONI aims at protecting and supporting the professional system, by enhancing its role both in
the Italian and in the European constitutional, legislative, economic and social system.
CONFASSOCIAZIONI can include Federations, Coordination bodies, Italian and EU Associations, Companies
and Professionals. Our mission is to build a national professional system, where everyone involved can
contribute to creating new opportunities for the country’s growth and development, in terms of knowledge,
innovation, quality and effectiveness of the services provided to the citizen/costumer.

‘Start by doing what’s         
necessary; then do what’s  
possible; and suddenly you 
are doing the impossible.’ 

San Francesco d’Assisi



We ask nothing of the country except justice and fairness. As real shareholders, we want to
invest our competences, skills and abilities in the Italian system to ensure a better future for
everyone.

‘Creating a shared culture  
and networking also mean 
starting bringing together  
again a fragmented sector  
such as that of professional 
associations. 

We are growing quickly and 
enthusiastically.’

Angelo Deiana



CONFASSOCIAZIONI gathers all the most important stakeholders of the Italian system and is
active in every region with a broad international outlook, thanks to its specific branches
International and Young World and the new entries Confederation UK by Confassociazioni
and Confassociazioni España.

20 vertical branches
20 regional branches

4 international branches



Thanks to a group of Italian entrepreneurs living in the United Kingdom, on 17 March 2021,
UK Confederation by CONFASSOCIAZIONI was created to improve the relationships
between Italian and British entrepreneurs. The British branch, made up of Italian-born but
British by adoption talented professionals, is constantly growing.
At present, Confassociazioni UK boasts more than 300 members, a large number of
followers on social networks as well as many important collaborations such as the Polish
Business Link (PBLink), the Lithuanian Chamber of Commerce in the UK (LCCUK) and the
British Argentine Chamber of Commerce (BACC).



Founded in January 2022, just 10 months after UK Confederation by CONFASSOCIAZIONI,
Confassociazioni España is the new important international branch of CONFASSOCIAZIONI. In addition
to strengthening bilateral relations between Italy and Spain, it also provides a unique opportunity for
dialogue and support aimed at promoting the growth of its members, thanks to the exchange of know-
how with equivalent and complementary enterprises based in Spain.

A large community of dialogue 
and support for the economy,   

business and cultural exchange 
between Spain and Italy with   

an even broader objective:           
creating a concrete opportunity 

to act as a bridge with                
South America.



Education, training and constant updating are the foundations of progress and cultural,
economic and civil change, which today turn out to be crucial for the country’s recovery from
the emergency.
For this reason, the need to create a branch focusing on education and training was urgent.

CONFASSOCIAZIONI University, resulting from the collaboration between Mercatorum
University and CONFASSOCIAZIONI, provides a wide range of training services with high
social and economic impact, aimed at promoting the personal and professional growth of
entrepreneurs, self-employed workers, managers and professionals associated with the
CONFASSOCIAZIONI system, as well as their children, to ensure effective business continuity.



ASSOCIATIONS



Some of the member organisations of CONFASSOCIAZIONI



Some of the member organisations of CONFASSOCIAZIONI



Some of the member organisations of CONFASSOCIAZIONI



Some of the member organisations of CONFASSOCIAZIONI



CONTACTS

Legal head and central office

Viale Europa 98, 00144 Rome

info@confassociazioni.eu

ufficiostampa@confassociazioni.eu

www.confassociazioni.eu
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